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Video astronomy

“Video astronomy is not about pretty pictures.
It is a step up from eyepiece observing where the 
goal is to observe objects live in color and in 
detail without the need for post image 
processing.”

—Jack Huerkamp







Video observing rocks!
§ Images in great detail, and in color
§ “Live, near-real-time observing” 
§Great for light-polluted skies
§Poor eyesight is not a problem
§30 sec views like looking in a 4-ft reflector



How video works 
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Video’s great in a bright sky,
(and even better in a dark one)

Cherry Spgs PA Leesburg VA 



Equipment—basic setup 

§Motorized telescope with good tracking
§Camera and focal reducer for f/4 optics
§Power cable to camera
§Video cable to analogue TV monitor 
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Equipment—advanced setup
§Telescope with tracking/guiding
§Camera with HyperStar lens for f/2 optics
§Video, power & serial cables to camera and scope 
§Laptop and software
§Large display monitor







Advanced setup



Challenges–telescope alignment, 
tracking, focal reduction

§Celestron SCT for stable optical tube assembly
§Equatorial or Alt-Az mounting for fast, simple setup
§Precision alignment with Celestron StarSense
1 arcmin RMS go-to accuracy

§Focal reducer produces bright images (f/2-f/4) for camera
§Filters for light pollution, emission nebulae



Challenges—electrical equipment

§AC/DC power solutions
§Batteries and chargers
§Electronic filters to remove ground loops and electronic 

noise
§S-video, composite video, digital video technologies
§Cable management
§CRT, LCD-LED monitors



AC power



DC power



Challenges—Software 

§Camera control MallincamSky
§Telescope control SkyTools 3
§Focusing on iPad SplashTop
§Video mask KVYCam
§Broadcasting Nightskiesnetwork.CA
§MPG4 videos Snagit
§ Image touchup Photoshop, ImageJ



Using image alignment and 
stacking on an alt-az scope
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Webcasting and forums
www.nightskiesnetwork.ca



Broadcasting 
on www.NightSkiesNetwork.CA



Broadcasting websites

§Nightskiesnetwork.ca (Mallin)
§Nightskiesnetwork.com (Sardina)
§Astronomy Live
§Facebook Live Video
§Periscope broadcasting



Forums for video astronomy

§CloudyNights.com—Electronic assisted astronomy EAA
§NightSkiesNetwork.com
§Yahoo groups: Nightskiesnetwork
§AstroVideoForum



More Examples































Video astronomy
§ Remote video astronomy   Jim Meadows
§ Electronic assisted astronomy (EAA)   Cloudy Nights
§ Digitally enhanced observing   Simon Hamner
§ Video astronomy   Rock Mallin
§ Astro-video observing   Rock Mallin
§ Live video astronomy   Jack Huerkamp
§ Video-assisted observing   Vincent Maccioni

—live video astronomy is not about pretty pictures; it is a 
step up from eyepiece observing where the goal is to detect 
objects and detail in them without the need for stacking and 
post processing—Jack Huerkamp




